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The Inscrutable Question: Absolute Zero Stops Electromagnetic Radiation Including Visible Light in Gen 1:2; Shekinah Glory Is Source of Restored Light in Gen 1:3

	30-	By dropping the temperature in space to absolute zero (-459.67°F) God removed all light from the universe.
	31-	This occurred after the waters of the world’s oceans and subterranean aquifers were dislodged by a global cataclysm that threw their raging waters over the entire land surface.
	32-	Before these waters could recede to their ocean beds, the Lord turned off light.  At absolute zero, the raging waters were instantly frozen in place, thousands of feet thick.
	33-	The earth’s swaddling band or death cloth was darkness, Evj / hoshek /.  Underneath there was an ice pack: “and darkness was over the surface of the deep.”
	34-	The word “deep” is the Hebrew noun:
<ohT / tehom / - 	“A mass of raging waters, specifically the ocean and sea, as those covering the earth at the creation.” (Wilson’s Old Testament Word Studies, 113.)
	35-	After the Appeal Trial of Satan was granted this ice pack had to be melted so that the earth could be made hospitable for habitation.
	36-	Since the universe is a closed system, when its temperature was lowered to absolute zero then nothing within the universe could radiate any heat.
	37-	Therefore, the inferred radiation necessary for restoration had to be generated by an outside source.  That outside Source was the Holy Spirit.
Genesis 1:2 -	But the earth became desolate and empty with darkness on the face of the raging waters forming an ice pack.  But the Holy Spirit radiated heat upon the waters.
	38-	Please be aware that at this point the universe, with the lone exception of Planet Earth, is still locked down at absolute zero.  Where there is no light there is no heat and where there is no heat there can be no movement.
	39-	When the Holy Spirit radiated inferred heat upon the earth its ice pack began to melt which in turn caused a new sculpting process to occur over the face of the earth as the waters started to flow back to the ocean beds.
	40-	Visible light was reintroduced on the first day of restoration:
Genesis 1:3 -	Then God said, “Let light [ roa / or / ] be,” and light was.
v. 4 -		God saw the light was good and caused a separation between light and darkness [ Evj / hoshek / ].
v. 5 -		God called light day but darkness He called night.  And it became evening and it became dawn.  Day one.
	These three verses give us information that, when compared with other passages of Scripture pulls all the necessary facts together to give us a prehistoric overview of the first three verses of Genesis.

First of all this is not the original creation of light but the reintroduction of light.  This same light was a part of the original creation in Genesis 1:1.
It must be understood that the light mentioned in verse 3 does not make reference to lightbearing bodies such as the sun and stars or to light-reflecting bodies such as the moon and planets.
The light in verse 3 is not that associated with electromagnetic radiation from light-emanating bodies but rather with the Person of Jesus Christ.
Before we begin to distinguish the details regarding the light in verse three there are a few principles that must be kept in mind:
	In Genesis 1:1, where it reads that God created the heavens and the earth, the word “heavens”— <ymv / shamayim /— refers to the interstellar universe including all the various categories of heavenly bodies.
From the beginning of the universe these heavenly bodies were either light bearing or light reflecting.
However, their functions were put on hold when at the fall of Lucifer the Lord dropped the interstellar temperature to –459.67°F thus bringing to a stop all electromagnetic radiation.
The light that is reintroduced in Genesis 1:3 is not light from the source of the electromagnetic spectrum radiated by the sun and stars.
If not, then what is its source?  The pursuit of the answer now becomes the subject of our study.
	In contemplating the principle that God is perfect and is not the Creator of anything imperfect, we turn our attention to the subject of darkness.
The Scripture indicates that darkness makes reference to judgment, sin, punishment, ignorance of truth, or to the affairs and functions of Satan.  In general: cosmos diabolicus.
Consequently, darkness is never a part of God, His creation, or perfection.  Darkness is always introduced by creature failure and its ramifications.
Therefore, the question arises: How could there be light-bearing and -reflecting bodies in original creation without the presence of darkness, e.g. the dark side of a rotating earth, shadows from the sun, and empty areas of space?
An hypothesis: the light that reappears in Genesis 1:3 is the same that was part of original creation and is from the source of Jesus Christ as the Shekinah Glory:
1 John 1:5 -	God is light and in Him there is no darkness at all.
	John’s subject in First John is fellowship with God by mankind.  Such fellowship cannot occur when any aspect of human failure is present.

However, the incipient Gnostics of John’s day believed that God was the source of darkness as well as light.  Expounding on this is:
Hodges, Zane C.  The Epistles of John: Walking in the Light of God’s Love.  (Irving: Grace Evangelical Society, 1999), 58:
In the highly religious atmosphere of the first century, pagan conceptions about the gods may have influenced heretical Jewish tendencies to produce an image of God that ran counter to true biblical revelation.  The heretics may have thought of Him as having a nature that included both light and darkness.  If indeed they did have such a view of God, they could easily argue that “evil,” as well as “good,” originated from the Creator and so moral distinctions were invalid.  This could have led to a disregard for God’s commandments.
	And so John assures us that God is light and in Him there is no darkness at all.  Therefore we may conclude that light is a manifestation of divine essence.  It is the visible aspect of His presence and is referred to by the Israelites as the Shekinah Glory.

	11-	Shekinah is a biblical concept, not a biblical word.  It is similar in application to such English terms as “hypostatic union,” “Trinity,” and “theophany,” which are designed to explain an idea found in Scripture.
	12-	Shekinah is a derivative from an Aramaic verb and looks like this:
		hnykv / Shekinah / -	“that which dwells or resides”
	13-	This word was first used in the Targum, which is an Aramaic translation of the Hebrew Bible developed during the Babylonia captivity.  The lingua franca of Chaldea was Aramaic.  The Jewish Diaspora had lost their proficiency in Hebrew and needed an Aramaic translation in order to study the Scripture.
	14-	When the translators encountered passages that referred to the visible presence of Jesus Christ in the Tabernacle or Temple the interpretive word in Aramaic was Shekinah.
	15-	To this was added the word “Glory,” the nominative masculine singular of the Hebrew noun:
		dobK / kavodth / -		“Glory”
	16-	The word “glory” in this phrase refers to the self-manifestation of God which is often accompanied by bright light indicative of divine presence.


